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Property Testing in Sparse Graphs

G: graph on n vertices, degree bound: d. 
Graph stored as adjacency list. 

v

Vertex query: return 
a vertex v UAR Neighborhood 

queries reveal the 
i-th neighbor for a 
particular vertex

G: typically far from not having a property; Measure of farness : ε

Testable: Properties whose query complexities can be bound by functions of ε

What We Know: Sparse Graphs

B-S-S(2007): every 
minor closed 

property testable

N-S(2011): Every 
property of 

hyperfinite graphs 
testable

K-S-S(19-20): minor-
closed properties of 

bounded degree graphs 
poly(1/ ε) testable

L-S(2021): 
Hamiltonicity also 
admits poly(1/ ε) 

testers

Where does the truth lie?
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Question: What can we say about f? Does it also reduce to poly(1/ ε) for 
all properties, or are there properties that do not admit polytime testers?
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This is in 
fact tight!

There is a natural 
property in this gap: 

isomorphism!

Isomorphism is the hardest property of planar graphs

Isomorphism achieves 
the N-S upper bound!

Hyperfinite graphs and count vectors
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S= Set of unlabeled 
non-isomorphic graphs 
on at most k vertices

|S|=N

G has connected components of size <k 

Define N dimensional vector Ct(G) : i-th
coordinate is number of copies of Si in G

Label elements of 
S from 1 to N: 
S1,…,SN
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<k

<k
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Hyperfinite ε,k: removing some ε fraction of 
edges leaves connected components of size <k

d-bounded planar graph: (ε,O(d2/ε2)) hyperfinite 

Towards the Isomorphism Lower Bound
Why large separators?

ε-far

Clever surgery 

Far, but only if surgery is expensive;
Guaranteed by separator size

Given a parameter s, the family 
should have the following:
1. Size of the family is 

exp(Ω(s2))
2. Each member has balanced 

separators of size Ω(s)
3. Members are pairwise Θ(1) 

far

Construct this family 
modifying the s ✕ s grids; 

call it F.

Constructing a large family

Graphs vs Distributions
A distribution on |F| points 

induces a graph GD with 
members of F as its connected 

components. 

Distribution is far from uniform 
implies GD is far from 

isomorphic to F

F F’

Query i

Model#1: just σ(i)

Model#2: the entire 
component containing σ(i)

Model #1: Query based tester Model #2≡ Sample based tester

Success of #1 in x queries → Success of #2 in ≤ x queries

Getting the Lower Bound

Sample Based Tester

Makes x queries

Has all information about F
Is given one of F and 

F’

Must ID the graph with prob>2/3 

How small can x
be?

• Model 2 implies sample-based 
tester

• Results from distribution testing 

imply Ω(√|F|) lower bound
• Substitute s=1/ε
• Combining with upper bound 

gives exp(Θ(ε-2))

Given a property and (ε,k) partitions of graphs with the property :

If G has the property, Ct(G) 
close in L1 to all such 

partitions

If G does not have the 
property, Ct(G) far in L1 from 

all such partitions

Consider planar graphs of bounded degree

Careful Analysis of Newman-Sohler

NS ‘11

KSS partition 
oracle gives 
you an (ε,k) 
partition P(G)

Pick UAR 
vertex, use it to 
approximate 
Ct(P(G))

#samples 
required: 2O(1/ε2) 

due to 
hyperfiniteness

• Bounded treewidth: similar argument, different bd on family size; lower bd through forests
• Query complexity in [exp(Ω(ε-1)), exp(O(ε-1log ε-1))]


